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MACMILLAN ANNOUNCES FALL PODCAST LINE-UP

NEW YORK, NY — OCT. 3, 2017 Macmillan Podcasts, a network which offers readers a new way to engage with the publisher’s diverse community of authors, is introducing a range of serialized audio content for its fall 2017 season. Three new trailers have just been released, giving listeners a sneak peek behind the forthcoming series.

These shows build off Macmillan’s 10-year history of developing and releasing podcasts, from Grammar Girl to the recent success of Steal the Stars, the sci-fi heist podcast produced by Macmillan’s Tor Labs in partnership with Gideon Media.

“Our authors are brimming with incredible stories and insights to share with the world,” said Kathy Doyle, Vice President of Podcasting at Macmillan. “Whether it’s fiction or nonfiction, their stories aren’t bound by a single medium but instead thrive when told in a variety of ways. Over the past decade, our team has come to understand the intimacy of on-demand audio. We’re thrilled to connect authors with their fans in a format with so much untapped potential.”

Macmillan Podcasts’ 2017 Fall Line-Up:

**Feminasty:** Kate Harding and Samhita Mukhopadhyay, co-editors of the *Nasty Women* anthology (Picador USA, 10/3/17), bring you lively, insightful conversations about resistance in Trump’s America. *Premieres October 3.*

**Rossen to the Rescue:** Jeff Rossen of NBC’s Today Show will save your life with his investigative reporting and mythbusting experiments, as based off his new book by the same name (Flatiron Books, 10/10/17). *Premieres October 5.*

**When to Jump:** Mike Lewis explores a fundamental question that affects us all: When should you leave a comfortable life to chase your dreams? The first episodes will feature Sheryl Sandberg and Arianna Huffington surrounding concepts featured in *When to Jump* (Henry Holt, 1/9/18). *Premieres October 24.*

**Steal the Stars:** The sci-fi heist audio drama from Mac Rogers, writer of The Message and Life-After, produced collaboratively by Tor Labs and Gideon Media, continues to air its 14-part series until November followed by a novelization (Tor Books, 11/7/17). *Originally premiered August 2.*
These podcasts are represented by Midroll Media. Trailers and all episodes are available on Apple Podcasts, Stitcher, or wherever you listen.

**About Macmillan Podcasts**
Macmillan Podcasts produces podcasts for a diverse array of readers and listeners. In conjunction with our best-selling authors and book imprints our network brings you on-demand audio content of the highest quality. From sci-fi and true crime to literature and self-help, we believe in the power of podcasting to tell engaging stories, share fascinating facts, and connect with fans through this intimate medium.

**About Macmillan Publishers**
Macmillan Publishers is a global trade book publishing company with prominent imprints around the world. Macmillan publishes a broad range of award-winning books for children and adults in all categories and formats.


*Macmillan Publishers is a division of the Holtzbrinck Publishing Group, a large family-owned media company headquartered in Stuttgart, Germany.*
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